
Index

action see agency
agency see also agency and structure;

collective agency
assumption of 267
and belief 55
‘central conflationism’ and 72
co-determination of action 75–79
congenial 314
and contingency 279–290
continuity of 54
creativity of action 62–63
credit for 189
determination of 22
emergent properties and 20
engagement as prerequisite for 111
evasion of 290
exercise of 250
expectations of 107
and family relationships 85
fickle 118
formulation of new social rules 2
and history making 5
identification as agents 309
individualism and 302
and internal conversation 9, 133,

294
and morphogenesis 4, 6, 31, 33fig,

53, 99
and morphostasis 6, 19fig
options for action 30–31
in own life 112
and passivity see passivity
preferences 155
preservation of 42
primary agency see primary agency
projects see projects
reduction of 67
of reflexive engagement 65
relational reflexivity and 117n
reliance on personal concerns 64
rescinding of 281
shaping of 106

situational logics of action see situational
logics of action

social influences on 49
and social relations 124, 154
transition from primary to collective

28fig
variety and 89
young people as agents see university

entrance; young people
agency and structure see also social

structure
agential reshaping 315
and culture 31, 73
habit and 50, 69, 80
inseparability 72n
interplay between 50–54
legitimation of institutional

developments 194
mediation 54, 66n, 294
and morphogenesis 296n
pragmatist and realist approaches

48–51
reflexivity and 51
social influences on agency 49

aim of book 1
anti-individualism

incidence of 222
Archer, Margaret

on emergent powers 76
on personal and social identity 81

Aristotle
on supreme good 116fig

autonomous reflexivity
and career choice 188–201
conclusions as to 202–205
and ‘contextual discontinuity’ 23–31
as dominant mode 16
and family relationships 169–178
and friendships 178–188
internal conversations in 13fig
and morphogenesis 23–31
and morphostasis 23–31
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overview of 166–169
promotion of 34

Beck, Ulrich
‘central conflationism’ 50
extended reflexivity thesis 3
individualization theory 136
on second-wave modernity 11
socialization theory 87, 108
on traditionalism 11

belief see also religion
and agency 55

Bourdieu, Pierre
‘central conflationism’ 50
habitus theory 11, 47–48, 68–82, 83, 85,

86
influence ongoing 125
and realist theory 66
socialization theory 96

Camic, Charles
definition of ‘habit’ 47, 58–59

capitalism see also financial markets
competition and conflict within 27

career choice
and autonomous reflexivity 188–201
changes in opportunities 39–40, 64
communicative reflexivity and

154–160
and individualism 201, 203
and internal conversation 107
and meta-reflexivity 235–245

‘central conflationism’
agency and 72
detachment from 72
hallmark of 74
and reflexivity 73
theorization 50

class see social class
collective agency

actions by 27
competitive conflict 29
and development of modernity

25–26
interaction and 26
mobilization

concept of 29
process of 29–30

reflexivity and 8
transition from primary agency 28fig

communicative action
Habermas’ theory of 45

communicative reflexivity
career choice 154–160
conclusions as to 163–165

and ‘contextual continuity’ 17–23
decline of 125
as dominant mode 16
family relationships

friends as alternative to 141–146
matrix of 134–141
sustaining of 141–146

incidence of 128
internal conversations in 13fig
maintenance of 34, 133–134
and morphostasis 17–23
nascent morphogenesis and 163,

165
operation of 84–86
practice of 33–34
relational matrix 135fig
retention of 128
shaping a life 154–160, 162fig
suspension of 160–163
‘thought and talk’ 21, 33
university entrants 128–133

competitive contradictions
effect of 29
role of 26–28

complementarity
achievement of 115, 117
and contingency 64, 297, 303
deliberation about 185, 199
desirability of 109
disregard of 279
as emergent property 55, 297
establishment of 124, 188, 198
existence of 297
generation of 157
hostility to 119
increase of 118
issues of 108
lack of 161
need for 163, 185
re-establishment of 160
sense of 112–114

concerns see young people
conditioning see social conditioning
conflation see ‘central conflationism’
‘contextual continuity’

and communicative reflexivity 17–23
and ‘contextual discontinuity’ 63
defence of 22
experience of 16, 17
‘likeness’ and 86
and morphostasis 17–23
pre-modern societies 18–19
and situational logics of action 21–23
as traditionalism 19, 59, 63, 82
traditionalism distinguished 19n
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‘contextual discontinuity’
and autonomous reflexivity 23–31
and ‘contextual continuity’ 63
experience of 16, 17
growth of 63
and morphogenesis 23–31
and morphostasis 23–31
and phenomenology 24
social mobility and 39
spread of 24

‘contextual incongruity’
experience of 16, 17
increased reach of 39
and meta-reflexivity 31–41
and morphogenesis 31–41
religion 38
women 38
young people 37–38, 39–41

contingency
and agency 279
and complementarity 64, 297,

303
‘contingent compatibilities’ 297,

301
experience and 107, 307
exploration of 292
and expressive reflexivity 279–290
fractured reflexivity and 277–290
geographical 255
influence of 90, 114, 121, 134, 189,

239, 290
innovation and 64
matters of 254
negative 250
openness to 315
opportunity regarded as 308
power of 56
unexpected 2
vulnerability to 46, 66

creativity of action
theory of 62–63

cultural capital
family background as 39–41

cultural interaction
morphogenesis and 33fig
morphostasis and 19fig

culture see also social structure
and agency and structure 31, 73
competitive contradictions 26–28
cultural conditioning see social

conditioning
and history making 5
as internal good 39
morphogenesis 24, 31–41, 33fig, 296n
morphostasis 19fig, 20

and structural change 25
variety and 62

daily life
phenomenology of 74

DDD scheme
and internal conversation 44, 103

demography
modes of reflexivity and 322–324

Discernment, Deliberation and Dedication
(DDD Scheme)

and internal conversation 44, 103
disposition

experience as basis of 77–79
dominant modes see modes of reflexivity
Donati, Pierpaolo

time registers 120n
Durkheim, Emile

on habit 58–59
on law and punishment and status

quo 21
‘likeness’ 86
on pathology of economic change 35
‘segmented society’ theory 20
socialization theory 87, 88, 92, 93, 96

early societies see pre-modern societies
economic change

instrumental rationality 35
situational logics of action 35

education
as cultural capital 39–40

ego
and personal identity 95

Elder-Vass, Dave
on habit and reflexivity 72–79

emergent powers
balance between 67
possession of 76, 98

emergent properties
causal power of 56
complementarity as 55, 297
construction of 98n
defence of 73
generation of 115, 178
‘internal goods’ as 99
and monadism 15n
ontology of 72, 73
possession of 5
in realist theory 54, 66
relational goods as 117, 119, 134, 141
relational nature of 51n
role of 20, 55
and social mobility 294
transmission to agents 20
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employment see career choice
engagement

as pre-requisite for agency 65, 111
‘thought and talk’ 21, 33

Europe
transition to modernity 23–31

experience
as basis of disposition 77–79
contingency and 107, 307
variety and 99

expressive reflexivity
conclusions as to 290–291
and contingency 279–290
fractured reflexivity and 277–290
responses to mental activities 280fig

extended reflexivity
areas of 127
reflexive imperative contrasted 3
reflexive modernization and 3
as subject of book 2
thesis 3, 10

family
and agency 85
and autonomous reflexivity 169–178
and communicative reflexivity generally

133–134
as cultural capital 39–41
friends as alternative to 141–146
and internal conversation 130, 151
matrix of relations 134–141
and meta-reflexivity 211–222
parents’ socio-economic background

322fig
relational goods see relational goods
socialization 42, 68, 276
stability as relational good 101
sustaining of relations 141–146
traditionalism and 306

feeling
phenomenology and 286

financial investment risk
and variety 36

financial markets
intensification of morphogenesis 35–37
and state redistribution 37fig

Fleetwood, Steve
on habit and reflexivity 68–69, 85

fractured reflexivity
and career choice 271–277
contingency and 277–290
as dominant mode 16
and expressive reflexivity 277–290
factors leading to 254–257
and family relationships 258–264

and friendships 265–270
internal conversations in 13fig, 139, 251
nascent morphogenesis and 290
overview of 249–254
phenomenology and 308
relational evils as cause of 257–258

friends
as alternative to family 141–146
and autonomous reflexivity 178–188
friendship patterns and modes of

reflexivity 148fig
and meta-reflexivity 222–235
preferences 155

Garfinkel, Harold
on need for reflexivity 2

‘generalized other’
socialization and 90–96, 91fig

geographical contingency
influence of 255

geographical mobility
degree of 167
prospect of 156
refusal of 305

Giddens, Anthony
‘central conflationism’ 50
social theory 53, 58, 74, 204
on traditionalism 3, 11

‘globalization’
and traditionalism 48

good life
reflexivity and pursuit of 108fig

‘goods’ see ‘internal goods’; relational
goods

Habermas, Jürgen
communicative action theory 45
social theory 89, 93, 94, 112
socialization theory 87, 95n, 96, 108
‘utopianism’ 65, 95

habit, habitus
and agency and structure 50, 69, 80
definition of 47
effectiveness as guides to action 1
formation through socialization 55, 71,

77–78, 77fig
hybridization of 70–72
and internal conversation 55
and morphogenetic theory 50–51
and morphostasis 58–60
and reflexivity

attempts to combine 68–82
co-determination of action 75–79
conceptualization of relationship

61–63
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habit, habitus (cont.)
conclusions as to 84–86
empirical combination 68–69
hybridization 48, 54, 60, 70–72
morphogenetic cycle 53–54
ontological reconciliation 72–79
pragmatist and realist approaches

48–51
realist theory 54, 66–67
relative importance 55, 60–64
theoretical reconciliation 72–79

role of 47, 80
scope of 58–59
theory 11, 47–48, 68–82, 83, 85, 86

heterogeneity
individualism and 302–303

history making
elements for 5
habitus and 80
sociological viewpoint 5–6

ICONI (‘internal conversation indicator’)
use of 100n, 128n, 316–329

identity see personal identity; social identity
individualism see also methodological

individualism; transactional
individualism

agency and 302
anti-individualism 222
assertion of 100, 209
and career choice 201, 203
endorsement of 208
heterogeneity and 302–303
‘institutionalized’ 4, 32
monadic 15, 49
‘new individualism’ 204
and psychology 16
and reflexive modernization 3
self-constituted 204
self-focussed 65

individualization theory
opposition to 136
and second-wave modernity 146

information creation
interaction and 300

information technology
morphogenesis and 64

innovation
and contingency 64

instrumental rationality
operation of 34–35
and traditionalism 34

interaction
appreciation of 151
and collective agency 26

conditioning and 54
cultural see cultural interaction
effect of 98
and information creation 300
‘interactional’ time register 120n
of interest groups 63–64
necessity of 282
‘reflexive accounting’ of 2
role in shaping future social order 315
social see social interaction
symbiotic 302

interest groups
interaction of 63–64

internal conversation see also ‘thought and
talk’

action defined through 9, 133, 294
and agency 9
blotting out of 265
and career choice 107
characterization of 99
circular 277
as to concerns 42
confirmation of 84, 127, 140, 165
continuous 214
and DDD scheme 44, 103
dominant mode of 141, 206, 208, 318n
engagement in 217, 250, 252
evasion of 309
external conversation as 278
and external relations 15–16
factoring into 179
family involvement in 130, 151
and fractured reflexivity 13fig, 139,

251
and habit 55
independence of 67
‘internal conversation indicator’ 100n,

128n, 316–329
limits of 96
mental activities constituting 129
and modes of reflexivity 12, 13fig, 128,

318n
privacy of 14
reassessment through 220
reflexivity operating through 3, 11, 48,

89
religion 32
role of 6, 14–15
and self-transformation 61

‘internal goods’ see also relational goods
culture as 39
as emergent properties 99
and pursuit of good life 108fig

internet
interaction via 247, 304
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investment risk
and variety 36

Joas, Hans
on creativity of action 62–63

Kant, Immanuel
social theory 1, 112

knowledge
types of 77fig

‘likeness’
Durkheim’s theory of 86

Marx, Karl
on competition and conflict within

capitalism 27
Mead, George Herbert

reflexivity theory 11, 62
socialization theory 87–96, 96, 102,

103n
mental activities

expressive responses to 280fig
of internal conversation 129

meta-reflexivity
and career choice 235–245
conclusions as to 245–248
and ‘contextual incongruity’ 31–41
as dominant mode 16
and family relationships 211–222
and friendships 222–235
internal conversations in 13fig
and morphogenesis 31–41
nascent morphogenesis and 206
overview of 206–211
phenomenology and 207

methodological individualism
abandonment of 25n
strategies of 98n

mobilization see collective agency
modernity

characteristics of 6–7, 23–24
development of 25
‘games’ 30
pre-modern societies see pre-modern

societies
reflexive imperative and 4
replacement by nascent morphogenesis

294–295
second-wave see second-wave modernity
slowness of change 38
and traditionalism 26
transition to 24

modernization see reflexive modernization
modes of reflexivity

assigned scores from study 321fig
changes over time

methodology for charting 326–327
demography and 322–324
dominant modes

contextual factors 16–17
determination of 16–17
incidence of 12–14
and internal conversation 141
psychological basis for 17
summary of 318fig
universal 25

endorsement of 319fig, 320fig
and friendship patterns 148fig
historical proposition as to 12
and internal conversation 12, 13fig, 128
relationships between 324–325
scope of book 7
and situational logics of action 16–17
study methodology 322–324, 324–325
summary of 12–16, 13fig
types 12–16
university entrants 320fig, 321fig

monadic individualism
and emergent properties 15n
incidence of 15, 49

morphogenesis see also morphogenetic
theory

acceleration of 4, 5–8
and agency 6, 31, 33fig, 53, 99, 296n
and autonomous reflexivity 23–31
basic sequence of 52fig
completion of cycle 53
and ‘contextual discontinuity’ 23–31
and ‘contextual incongruity’ 31–41
cultural 24, 31–41, 33fig, 296n
double 53
effect of 5
effects of emergence of 1
and increases in reflexivity 64–65
information technology and 64
intensification of 35–36
and meta-reflexivity 31–41
morphostasis in relation to 5–6, 24,

51–57
nascent see nascent morphogenesis
operation of 6
and reflexive modernization 32
reflexivity and 6
scope of 50–51
significance of start of 35, 39
structural 31–41, 33fig, 296n
and traditionalism 24, 31, 57

morphogenetic theory
and habit 50–51
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morphostasis
and agency 6, 19fig
and autonomous reflexivity 23–31
and communicative reflexivity

17–23
and ‘contextual continuity’ 17–23
and ‘contextual discontinuity’ 23–31
cultural configurations 19fig
and habit 58–60
morphogenesis in relation to 5–6, 24,

51–57, 60–64
operation of 6
pre-modern societies 17–23
reflexivity and 6
return to 63–64
structural configurations 19fig
tendency towards 21

Mouzelis, Nicos
on habit and reflexivity 71

nascent morphogenesis
advancement of 298
advent of 189, 227
agency and 4
amplification of 299
change towards 101
communicative reflexivity and 163,

165
consequences of 1, 4, 64
context of 114
divided form of 309
fractured reflexivity and 290
growth of 96, 106
meta-reflexivity and 206
modernity replaced by 294–295
onset of 4
operation of 87, 125, 168, 276
reflexivity and 41–45
routinization of 64
socialization and 108
terms of 305

natal context
satisfaction with 84

natural reality
orders of 77fig

new social rules
formulation through agency 2

non-reflexivity
example of 81–82

opportunity
as contingency 308
university entrance as 129–133
variety of 133
variety of responses to 249

Ostrow, James
on habit and reflexivity 71–72

outcomes
variety of 141

parental background see family
Parsons, Talcott

habituation theory 47
socialization theory 87, 88, 92, 96, 114

passivity
battle against 284
break with 267
drift towards 159
reduction to 7, 308
relationally induced 160
resort to 165, 278
socialization 124

personal concerns see young people
personal identity see also social identity

completion of 271
definition of 14, 79
development of 81, 103
and ego 95
personal concerns and 14, 105
realization of 262
and social identity 271, 286

phenomenology
and ‘contextual discontinuity’ 24
of daily life 74
and feeling 286
and fractured reflexivity 308
and meta-reflexivity 207
and reflexivity 10, 12

Pierce, Charles Sanders
on habit and reflexivity 61–62

politics
‘new individualism’ 204
traditionalism and 204

pragmatist theory
reflexivity and habit 48–51

pre-modern societies
‘contextual continuity’ 18–19
morphostasis 17–23
reflexivity and 60

primary agency
and development of modernity 25, 26
transition to collective agency 28fig

projects
achievement of 56
definition of 56
understanding reasons for choice of 57
variety of resources for 118

psychology
and dominant modes of reflexivity 17
and individualism 16
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Rational Choice Theory
conformity to 34, 35

rationality
instrumental rationality see instrumental

rationality
traditional 60

realist theory see also morphogenetic theory
reflexivity and habit 48–51, 54, 66–67

reality
orders of natural reality 77fig

‘reflexive accounting’
of interaction 2

reflexive imperative see also reflexivity
aim of book 1
applicability to all persons 1
changes over time

methodology for charting 325–329
conclusions as to 292–297
conclusions of book 292–315
extended reflexivity contrasted 3
future for 314–315
and habit see habit, habitus
history of

approach to 57
conclusions as to 45–46
lack of historical inquiry 10–11
process of historical development 10
propositions as to 12
recentness of 11

inevitability of 125–127
main proposition of book 7
and modernity 4
negative consequences of 1
positive consequences of 1
reason for engaging in 1–2
reflexive modernization contrasted

3, 5
scope of book 4, 5, 7–8
study methodology 8–9, 316–329
summary of findings 293fig

reflexive modernization
extended reflexivity and 3
and individualism 3
and morphogenesis 32
reflexive imperative contrasted 3, 5

reflexivity see also reflexive imperative
and agency see agency; agency and

structure
autonomous reflexivity see autonomous

reflexivity
collective agency and 8
communicative reflexivity see

communicative reflexivity
conceptual approaches 14
definition 1

extended reflexivity see extended
reflexivity

extension of 5–8
fractured reflexivity see fractured

reflexivity
and habit see habit, habitus
historical proposition as to 12
increases in 64–65
intensification of 3–4
and internal conversation see internal

conversation
mental activities constituting see mental

activities
meta-reflexivity see meta-reflexivity
modes of see modes of reflexivity
and morphogenesis see morphogenesis
and morphostasis see morphostasis
need for 2–3
and non-reflexivity 81–82
and phenomenology 10, 12
and pursuit of good life 108fig
reflexive modernization see reflexive

modernization
traditional societies and 60
and traditionalism 2, 3, 11, 21,

60
relational goods see also ‘internal goods’

absence of 167, 169, 174
attrition of 167
beneficiaries of 210
creation of 124
duplicated source of 125
emergent 117, 119, 134, 141
family stability as 101
generation of 118, 179, 201,

209
maintenance of 126
orientation towards 117
overview of 98–102
production of 120, 141
receipt of 126, 134, 176
selectivity 102fig
supply of 202
sustaining of 141
value of 165

relational reflexivity
conclusions as to 124
definition of 117n
matrix of relations 121fig
relational solution

evidence for 112–115
illustration of 115–124, 116fig

shaping a life and 102–104
social interaction and 99, 117n
socialization as 96–124
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religion
and competition 27–29
‘contextual incongruity’ 38
internal conversation 32

risk management
and variety 36

rules see social rules

Sayer, Andrew
on habit and reflexivity 68–69, 79

second-wave modernity
and individualization theory 146
onset of 11

‘segmented society’
Durkheim’s theory of 20

selection (task of)
necessity of 97

self-transformation
and internal conversation 61

shaping a life
and communicative reflexivity 154–160,

162fig
and relational reflexivity 102–104
start of 104–109
task of 97

shared experiences
socialization as source of 79–82

‘similars and familiars’
social interaction of 20–21

situational logics of action
congenial elements 23
economic change 35
guidance from 21–23
modes of reflexivity and 16–17
offensive elements 23
pursuit of 22
young people 37, 41–42

social class
socialization and 69

social conditioning
conditions for operation of 56
influence of 54, 55–56
interaction and 54

social identity see also personal identity
acquisition of 107
development of 81
and personal identity 271, 286
seeking of 103

social immobility
sustaining of 85

social interaction
cyber 247, 304
incidence of 56
influencing of ideas as 91
lack of confidence in 274

morphogenesis and 33fig, 52fig
morphostasis and 19fig
relational reflexivity and 99, 117n
of ‘similars and familiars’ 20–21

social mobility see also geographical
mobility

assumption of 156
‘contextual discontinuity’ and 39
determination of type of 294
emergent properties and 294
means of 285
quest for 272

social relations
and agency 124, 154
conclusions as to 305–314

social rules
formulation of new rules 2

social science
variety and 297–305

social structure see also agency and
structure; culture

competitive contradictions 26–28
and cultural change 25
early societies see pre-modern societies
emergent properties 20
and history making 5
interplay with culture 25n
morphogenesis 31–41, 33fig
morphostasis 19fig
role of interaction in shaping future 315

socialization
agencies of 96
changed nature of 82–84
changing practices of 86
contemporary view of 124
demise of 65
diminution of 64
family 68, 276
‘generalized other’ and 90–96, 91fig
and habit formation 55, 71, 77–78,

77fig
influence of 68
informal 6
and modernity 87
and nascent morphogenesis 108
overriding of early 60
parental 42
as passive process 124
as relational reflexivity 96–124
self-socialization 247
social class and 69
as source of shared experiences 79–82
traditional theories of 87–96
and traditionalism 54, 98, 101, 106,

107, 112, 124
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state redistribution
and financial markets 37fig

structure see social structure
students see young people
supreme good

Aristotle’s theory of 116fig
Sweetman, Paul

on habit and reflexivity 70–71

‘thought and talk’ see also internal
conversation

completion of 160, 161
confirmation of 160
engagement in 12, 21, 33, 84, 100, 128,

150, 158, 165
pattern of 256, 278
practice of 164
requirements for 163
self-control in 256

time registers
use of 120n

traditional societies see pre-modern
societies

traditionalism
career choice 40
‘contextual continuity’ as 19, 59, 63,

82
‘contextual continuity’ distinguished

19n
disposition towards 59
family background 306
female roles 270
and ‘globalization’ 48
hegemony of 58
and instrumental rationality 34
‘mindless’ 22
and modernity 26
and morphogenesis 24, 31,

57
personal background 258–259, 260,

306
personal values 221
political 204
professional 40, 204
and reflexivity 2, 3, 11, 21, 60
and socialization 54, 87–96, 98, 101,

106, 107, 112, 124
traditional rationality 60
women’s roles 270

transactional individualism
incidence of 296
prospect of 305

underdeveloped reflexivity
incidence of 128–129

university entrance
agency and 166
communicative reflexivity 128–129
modes of reflexivity at 320fig, 321fig
as opportunity 129–133

university students see young people
‘utopianism’

Habermas’ theory of 65, 95

variety
absence of 19
‘bounded’ 272, 273, 276, 279,

290
confrontation of 1
cultural 62
definition of 295–297, 315
expectations for 295
experience and 99
extension of 314
and financial investment risk 36
generation of 106n
increase in 35, 39, 63, 292
intensification of 37
means–ends 30
of needs 110
novelty of 31, 96, 100
of opportunities 133
of outcomes 141
pooling of 235
of possible actions 89
production of 31
of project resources 118
proliferation of 291
of response to opportunity 249
responsiveness to 208, 224
selection from 271–277
self-generation of 64, 97, 326
situational 6, 22
social science and 297–305
sources of 149
of strategies 19

Vygotsky, Lev S
on history of reflexivity 10, 57

Weber, Max
on habit 59–60
on interplay of structure and culture 25n
methodological individualism see

methodological individualism
on modes of reflexivity 17

Wiley, Norbert
on internal conversation 14

women
‘contextual incongruity’ and 38
traditionalism and 270
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young people
as agents 7–8, 97
basis for decision-making 41
career choice see career choice
concerns

career choice 43–45
configuration of 109–112
and ‘contextual incongruity’

42–43
internal conversation as to 42–44
and personal identity 14, 105
response to 42
study methodology 327–329

‘contextual incongruity’ and 37–38,
39–41, 82–84

cyber social interaction 247, 304
education see education
main tasks as agents 97
non-reflexivity 81–82
parental background 322fig
selection see selection (task of)
shaping a life see shaping a life
situational logics of action 37, 41–42
as subjects of study 8–9
university entrance see university

entrance
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